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1. Introduction
In many mordern power transmission systems, one of the principal concerns 
is the vibration transmission from the driving motor to the follower system. 
In some applications the reduction of the vibration level at the follower 
as low as possible is utmost important. The magnetically coupled torque 
transmission system is often used for this purpose. It has an advantag은 

of transmitting.power by non-contact means, thus reducing vibration trans
mission. Depending on the magnetic and electrical characteristics of the 
coupling halves, permanent magnet couplings can be divided 코nt。 three 
categories ; eddy current, hysteresis, and synchronous couplings. The 
synchronous couplings can further be divided into two types ; coaxial and 
facial types. It is the purpose of this paper to report t:h은 transmission 
characteristics of the nonlinear torsional vibration of the rotating system 
with facial magnet couplings.

Koj ima and Nagaya^ studied analytically the nonlinear torsiona고 vibrations 

of a rotating shaft system with a coaxial magnet coupling. Th은y obtained 
the solutions of the equation of motion including 1/2 and 1/3 subharmonics.
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In 바】is study, we included the torque loss due to the friction of the slid- 
ing bearings and obtained th얀 solutions up to 3rd higher harmonics. The 
torque loss was treated as a damping in the boundary conditions. The 
theoretical results were compared with the 으xperimental result for the 
rotating shaft system with facial magnet coupling.

2. Theoretical Analysis
The simplified model of a magnetically coupled rotating system is shown in 
Fig. 1・ It consists of a driver and a follower, coupled by a pair of discs 
with an array of permanent magnets imbedded in them. Let 0 denote the 
rotational angle of the shaft at the distance x, and 知 be the load torque. 
When the shaft vibrates in a torsional mode, the governing equation of 
motion is given by

a2o G s2e
■袞厂=飞—寂厂 ⑴

Here G and p are the shear modulus of elasticity and the density of the
shaft, respectively. Assuming that the sinusoidal torsiona고 vibration

= 4 cos wt is applied at driver, 
u 2)

coupling is T = T sin ip ) . Here m m
by the magn은t coupling, and lb - (}) m
coupling halves.

the transmitted torque of the magnet
T【n is th은 maximum torque transmitted
- (6)x _ q is th운 r은：Lativ연 angle b은twe은n

In general the sliding bearings 
generate lower vibrations than 
the rolling element bearings, 
partly due to th으 damping pro
vided by bearing oil. Such 
damping effect results in a 
slight loss in transmitted 
torque, and can be treated in 
the boundary conditions as 
frictional forces.

x = £ . GI 으2 = - j 箜0__T 
, p 3x I St2 £

MAGNET COUPLING

Fig. 1. Simplified model of the rotat
ing shaft system with magnet coupling.

(2)
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x = 0 : GI 3— = J k 2 - To ~ r 上서l % 匕 x—p 9x m 3tz I d £ 3t 1 n x=0

勺+乂2 
"£

30 I3t 1 x=2 ~ Tm cos (4n f 으믈— tan 2프-) (3)

6

H은re 드 V\n - 屮2，屮2 is the load angl은, r is the radius of shaft, Cj is
the frictional force per unit area, A is the frictiona고 area, Ip is th오 

polar moment of inertia, and Jm and are th온 mass moments of inertia of 
the discs at the ends of shaft. We assumed during the derivation of 
boundary conditions that the frictional force is proportional to the 
relative velocity.

The solution of Eq.(1), retaining up to 3rd harmonics, can be written as

0 = 頒 + E (& cosnwt + 5 s고nnwti) ° 1 n nn=l
(4)

3
0 = ib + E m o n=l

切2 tan此+ TTl .v

The terms in the parentheses of Eq.(3) may be represented as fol고ows.

(屮I】 co smut: 4-、sinnwt)

1 3 一

7- 0m3 = h + E (h cosnu)t 4- h sinncot) (5)o o - n nn=l

Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eqs- (1), (2) and (3), we'Obtain

W。 - go = 0

{Xmn2Hln 以幻흐 + nX£H2n - XHln cos%} +

+ D^nio (러in cosnM，+ H&sinnM，) } - X^^nSnC0Slp£

={V2Hln(A£)2 + nX£H2n } 6Ln ⑹

(D.nojH, 4- D/w(Hi cosnX£ + Ho sinnX£)} W - {y n2H. (A2) 허
1 In 2 In zn n in in

+而吼 - X*/이版} 用 - 漁比島 C0S^

={D.n ceH- + D^nuiCH, cosnX£ + Hn sinnX£)} 6.1 In 2 in 2n In

Here
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"in 그 cosn入又，- nXx^^sinnX^, H2n = sinnA£ + nXJ^x^ cosnX£

W。= 么/y Wn = &/u，订n = W/u，g0 = 妈/＜爲, %니&产/u at x=£ 

X = 3，&7瓦 X£ =*z/Js，〕s=P灯p，Xm=Jm/Js , X=Tm/ks, ks=GIp/P. (7) 

D］ = r2CdA (22 -气-乂夕/(；',如=rzCdA (x^+x?)/G'

gTs are complies匸으d functions of W1s and given in another pap으r written by 
—3) authors .

The vibration amplitud은 magnification at the far end of the fo고］.ower shaft 
is defined as

M = L纣(Mn2 + 宥了)］坛 (8)

Where

M = (6. - W )/H. , M = -W /H. (9)n In n In* n n In ' '

Eq.(8) gives the vibration amplitude magnification normalized to the 
excitation amplitude . Thus w은 can understand the torsional vibration 
transmission characteristics from the numerical values of W1s. The Newton 
-Raphson method is used to solve the nonlinear simultaneous equations.

3. Numerical Results and Experiment
For the simple case of linear torsional vibrat코on. Eq. (6) reduces to a set 
of 2 simultaneous equations. The numerical values of the parameters used 
in this study are chosen properly to fit our exp으rim은ntal system.

Fig. 2 shows the 고inear vibration amplitude magnification curve thus obtain
ed. The first peak is due to the resonance of the magnet coupling its으:Lf, 
and the peaks at higher frequencies are due to th은 resonance of the shaft 
system including discs. The resonant frequency of the magnet coupling its은:Lf 
is very 고。w as shown in Fig. 2. The resonant frequency varies with load angl으 

屮八 and it is possible to design the magn은t: coupling having even lower 
resonant frequency by proper choice of parameters.

Fig.3 shows the vibration amplitude magnification curves for the nonlin운ar
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case for 3 different values of 
fractional fore은 p은r unit area, 
Cj. It also shows the curve 
for the linear case w코thout 
damping for comparison purpose. 
The left ward bending of non
linear curv은 displays the 
typical behavior of the soften
ing system, i.e., the larger 
the amplitude, the softer the 
stiffness. Such behavior 
results from the nature of the 
magnetic interaction between 
pairs of magnets imbedded in 
coupl은d discs. As the amplitude 
becomes large, the distance 
betw은en magnet pairs facing 
each other 코ncreas은Thus 
the effective stiffness of 
the magnet coupling resulting 
from the magnetic forces 
decreases ・

In order to verify theor은tical 
analysis we constructed a system 
whose essential sch은me is 
indentical as Fig. 1. The 
excitation was produced by 
applying sinusoidal power to 
the DC motor. The excitation 
amplitude was kept constant 
at （f）u 드 0.15 rad for whole 
measured frequency range. The 

characteristics of rotating shaft system 
with magnet coupling.

Fig. 3. Nonlinear torsional vibration 
transmission curves ; theory and experi
ment ・

torsional vibration amplitude was measur으d
by a pick-up ins匕all은d on the circumference of the right-most disc in Fig.1.
The vibration amplitude magnification was det은］mined by dividing the measured 
torsional vibration amplitude with the constant exciting amplitude. The 
experimental r은오ult closely follows the theoretical curve for Cj = 0,5, 
ind코eating that the syst:은m we used has the corr은sponding frictional force.
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The experiment also shows that the resonant frequency of our system is about 
3 Hz, which is sufficiently low for general vibration reduction purposes.

4. Conclusions
The equation of motion for the torsional vibration of the rotating shaft 
system with magnet coupling was solved analytically with appropriate 
boundary conditions. The boundary conditions was formulated to reflect 
nonlinearity of the system as w은11 as the transmission loss of torque due 
to the inherent system damping. The result showed the typical nonlinear 
behavior with softening restoring force characteristics. The analytical 
result was in good agreement with experimental results. The resonant 
frequency of the system decreases as the load troque increases. Also 
the resonant frequency of the magnetically coupled rotating system 코s 
sufficiatly low that it is possible to reduce effectiv은ly th은 vibration 
originating from the drivers. Such a low level vibration system can be 
used in the precision pow은】: transmission devices.
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